Impact Report
2020

Together we are helping families who have a child
with a brain condition to discover a better life
By being flexible and adapting quickly and effectively to the challenges presented
by the pandemic, we have continued to support families across the UK who have a
child with a brain condition.
While some of our plans had to change through necessity, we have been innovative
in creating new opportunities and ways of working to ensure that we can continue
delivering that support into next year and beyond.
In this, our Impact Report for 2020, we are delighted to share some of the
highlights of our work, which has only been possible thanks to your generosity.
The loyalty of our supporters has been more important than ever this year, so
we’d like to say a big thank you for your continued support. By joining us on our
journey, you have enabled us to help more children, making a real and lasting
difference to their lives.

Together we are working wonders for children
with brain conditions.
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We use ‘brain condition’ to describe any
disorder or disability that affects the brain,
including those caused by illness, genetics
or traumatic injury.
Brain conditions include (but are not limited
to) autism, ADHD, Down’s syndrome,
learning disabilities, cerebral palsy, epilepsy
and development delay.

Together, this is what we achieved in 2020…
372 families

got a good
night’s sleep
thanks to our
Sleep
z Service
zz

Our Legal
Rights
Service helped
92 families
access public
services

We lent 679
books and toys
to help families
learn and play

Our
information
resources were
downloaded
50,733 times
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We spent

£357,031
on life
changing
research

Our Innovation
Centre helped
103 children
discover life
and have fun
with their
friends
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Together we’ve supported research
that finds answers to the questions and
challenges families face
We work with leading international research experts
at universities across the UK and in Europe. Forging
partnerships with pioneers in their field is key to the
research-driven solutions and services we provide.
We aim to approach, fund and help to develop research in a
unique way that can improve the quality of life for children
with neurodevelopmental conditions and their families.
In 2020, we saw the start of our new Academic Chair
contracts, all of which were impacted in some way by the
Covid pandemic, some contracts were suspended while
others were amended. We continue to work with all our
academic partners to plan and ensure we remain on
track.
Download our Research and Information Strategy from
our website or visit our Academic Partners page for
more details.
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Our pregnancy research
continues to contribute to the
reduction in the number of
babies being born too soon.

Our legal research continues
to fight against unlawful
discrimination of children with
autism. See page 13

Our Family Research
Group’s work is designed to
achieve longer term impact
for families. They work with
parents and external partners
to use the findings from their
research to influence policy
and practice, and use their
research findings to develop
interventions to directly
support family members.
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We funded new research
into sleep in children with
neurodevelopmental disorders.
See page 16

Our Knowledge Transfer Project
with Cardiff University works
with medical services, other charities
and families to understand what
works well, and what doesn’t, with
mental health services for children
with rare conditions, as well as
the availability and quality of
information available to parents.
See page 21

We continue to reduce some of
the social stigma attached to
disability by making not only
functional but beautiful products
for our amazing young people.
See page 7
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In 2020 We announced £829,000 of funding for the Cerebra
Network for Neurodevelopmental Disorders.
The Cerebra Centre for Neurodevelopmental Disorders at the University
of Birmingham was established by
Professor Chris Oliver in 2008. Over the
last twelve years Professor Oliver has
developed a world-leading research
programme, through which the
behavioural, emotional and cognitive
characteristics associated with complex
disorders and rare genetic syndromes
have been documented.
In the next phase of this research
programme, the Cerebra Centre for
Neurodevelopmental Disorders will
be making an exciting transition
by expanding to comprise a
collaborative and dynamic network
of researchers. The Cerebra Network
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for Neurodevelopmental Disorders will
be led by four alumni of the Cerebra
Centre; Dr Caroline Richards (University
of Birmingham), Dr Jo Moss (University
of Surrey), Dr Jane Waite (Aston
University) and Dr Hayley Crawford
(University of Warwick).
Network research hubs located at each
university will focus on key themes
that are central to improving the lives
of individuals with severe and complex
needs and their families including
research into sleep, atypical autism and
mental health, while continuing their
work on self-injurious behaviour and
pain in this population.
The Cerebra Network for

Neurodevelopmental Disorders Team
commented: “We are grateful to
Professor Oliver for his exceptional
leadership, support and guidance to
each of us over the last twelve years.
We are also extremely grateful to
Cerebra for their continued support
and we are thrilled to be embarking
on this new and innovative phase
of our research programme with
them. We are confident that this
transition will enable further
advances in our understanding of
the challenges faced by children
with severe and complex needs
and their families and will
enhance our capacity to address
these challenges”.

Meet the Cerebra Network for Neurodevelopmental Disorders Team

Dr Hayley Crawford:
Assistant Professor at
University of Warwick
Medical School. Hayley
will conduct research that
improves our understanding
of autism and anxiety
in children with rare and
complex needs.

Dr Jo Moss: Lecturer in
Developmental Psychology
at the University of Surrey.
Jo will lead a programme
of research into atypical
autism which will improve
our ability to assess
autism and related socialcommunication difficulties
in children with rare genetic
syndromes.

Dr Caroline Richards: Senior
Lecturer in Neurodevelopmental Disorders,
Clinical Psychologist and
Researcher at the University
of Birmingham. Caroline
will lead a programme of
sleep research which will
help us to understand why
sleep problems occur in
children with rare genetic
syndromes.

Dr Jane Waite: Clinical
Psychologist and Lecturer
at Aston University. Jane
will lead a programme of
work to better understand
mental health in children
with rare genetic
syndromes and will develop
assessment tools and
interventions to be used in
clinical services.
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Together we’ve designed innovative products to help children
discover the world around them.
The pandemic restrictions prevented our team from using their workshops for much of the year
but they still managed to help 103 children to achieve their dreams, however big or small.
“Thank you
so much for
Charlotte’s
wonderful ruler.
She is so happy
to be able to
use it and draw
lovely straight
lines. Charlotte cannot write or talk as
her fine motor skills do not allow it but
she loves art and craft and it is helping
hugely with her fine motor skills. You
have helped her achieve something
she would not otherwise be able to do.
Every achievement is very special”.
Becky, Charlotte’s mum.
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“This is the
first time Ezra
has walked
independently
outside without
anybody
holding his
oxygen for him.
We love how easy it is for Ezra
to spin his trolley around especially
as his equipment isn’t very light.
It’s given him so much freedom”.
Carol, Ezra’s mum.

“Ethan loves his new
fish tank. He finds it
very calming and it’s
helping him settle in his
bedtime routine. Our
home lives are stressful
with Ethan’s constant
demands, so it’s
proving somewhere for both him
and his sister to go to find some
calm. He also really likes to help
feed the fish of a morning but the
fish have been getting a bit too
much food!”
Caroline, Ethan’s mum.

Ice Cream Delight for Carmela
Enjoying an
ice cream
on a hot
summer day
is something
most of us take
for granted.
For six year old
Carmela this
simple pleasure
was a huge
challenge and we
were delighted to
help her with a
prototype icecream and lolly
holder so that she
too could enjoy some summer fun.
Carmela is fighting to stay mobile and independent for as
long as possible but losing more arm strength is affecting
her ability to do the lightest things, including holding a lolly
or ice-cream.

Carmela’s mum,
Lucy, told us: “To
be a kid and being
able to enjoy
an ice-cream is
a big thing and
watching your
little girl struggle
and ask if I can
hold it whilst she
eats it is heart
breaking”.
Lucy got in
touch with
our Innovation
Centre who
specialise
in coming up with bright ideas to make what seems
impossible a reality. As you can see from the smile on
Carmela’s face, our team worked their magic!
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Together we’ve designed innovative products to
help children discover the world around them.
During the initial lockdown our team
applied their innovative skills to
support the local community and use
what resources they had available to
carry on helping families.
Supporting front-line workers - We
made over 7000 face visors to help
support frontline workers in nursing
homes, businesses and schools in the
south and west Wales area.
Helping to keep disabled children safe
at school - We produced 2000 child
friendly face visors to help children with
disabilities return to school safely in
September.
Thanks to your support, these were
supplied free of charge to special needs
schools across the country.
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“Thank you so much for your really kind
donation of face masks for our children.
We were thrilled to receive them and they
will be so useful during this challenging
time.
The last six months have been incredibly
challenging for our children and young
people. Many haven’t been able to
see family and some haven’t left our
campus at all. The huge changes
have been difficult to process –
especially the need to wear PPE – so
your masks have been fabulous
in making that a much more fun
experience.”
Wendy Bray, The Seashell Trust.

Together we gave families and professionals the
information and advice they needed
We published eleven new Factsheets in 2020 and a new Parent Guide
on Sensory Processing.

Our top 5 most popular guides in
2020 were:
1 DLA: Our step-by-step guide

to completing the Disability Living
Allowance Claim Form
2 Sleep: Advice on sleep problems and
how to tackle them
3 Sensory Processing: Outlines the
most common sensory processing
difficulties, sensory assessments and
interventions
4 Anxiety: Explains how to spot the
signs of anxiety and ways to help
5 Toolkit: Suggests strategies for
accessing health, social care and
education services..

Our top 10 downloaded guides
and factsheets in 2020
Our guides and factsheets are all free to
download from our website
Name
Downloads
1 DLA
19488
2 Sleep Guide
5461
3 Sleep Cards
2768
4 Managing Challenging
1513
Behaviour Factsheet
5 Sleep Tips
1454
6 Sensory Processing Guide 1363
7 Anxiety Guide
860
8 Toolkit
617
9 DLA Mythbuster
572
10 Toilet Training Guide
567

Margaret used our School Transport
Guide to successfully appeal against
the decision to refuse her
granddaughter school transport.
Margaret told us:
“My granddaughter was awarded
Home to School Transport as a
direct result of the clear layout of
the legislation in the Cerebra ‘School
Transport in England’ guide. The
calmness and lucidness of the way it
was put together was an enormous
and welcome comfort, and I found
that whenever I needed to know
precisely which bit of legislation to
refer to or quote – there it was, at my
fingertips! If I were to offer advice
to other families trying to navigate
this notoriously difficult journey, it
would be: Trust the Cerebra Guide, it is
excellent in every respect”.
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Together we have helped families access the health and social
care services that they are entitled to
Our Legal Entitlements and ProblemSolving (LEaP) project helps families of
children with brain conditions cope with
the legal barriers they face when trying
to access health and social care services
for their children.

COVID-19
Since the start of the pandemic the
Government has produced a significant
amount of guidance for schools, social
services and the NHS. This advice is
regularly updated and we know that it
has been difficult for many parents to

“I ended up contacting the Cerebra Team directly when I needed specific legal advice
on parent carer needs assessments (PCNA), and the team were really supportive
and friendly, helping me with some specific wording which then resulted in what
seemed to be a dramatic U-turn on the part of my LA! I am so delighted, as this
has felt like a real victory, not just for my family, but for all parent carers in my area
since my LA have said that they are now able to offer both a standalone PCNA and
a respite package to all parent carers within the LA for whom a need for respite is
identified as a result of their PCNA.”
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keep up with all the changes and know
what the government expects to be
happening for their children. We set up
a weekly bulletin on new guidance and
updates that we think will be the most
relevant to families with children and
young people with special educational
needs or disabilities and their supporters.
Resources
In response to commonly occurring
problems, we expanded our range of
template letters and factsheets to include:
• Autism Assessments Factsheet and
Template Letters.
• Complaints, Public Bodies and
Government Guidance Factsheet.
• Getting support to stay in work and
to take breaks from your caring

responsibilities Factsheet for England In 2020 we helped 92 families with:
and Wales.
• Transition, transport and travel
Other (5)
CAMHS (1)
support to education and training
Continence services (9)
for young people with EHC plans
Welfare benefits (9)
Factsheet.
DFG (4)
• Mythbusters on Disability Services
Transition (3)
and School Transport for England
Family law (2)
and one for Wales.
Housing (5)
Our Problem-Solving Accessing Public
Services Toolkit was downloaded 617
Provision of
times.
health
Our Legal Rights factsheets and
services (6)
template letters were downloaded
Safeguarding (3)
1,549 times.
Workshops
Our Problem-Solving Accessing Public
Social care (29)
Services Toolkit Workshops were
disrupted by the pandemic but all staff
are now trained in digital delivery and
ready to roll out a programme of
on-line workshops in 2021.

School transport (5)
SEN provision (11)
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Our LEaP Project found that 41 local authorities are unlawfully
discriminating against autistic children.
Our innovative Legal Entitlements and
Problem-Solving (LEaP) project is a
partnership with the School of Law at
Leeds University and is led by Professor
Luke Clements.

unless they have another disability or
a formal diagnosis of autism (which
can take many months or even years
to receive). This is unlawful. Local
Authorities have a duty to provide
services appropriate to an autistic
This year our LEaP project published a
child’s needs under the Children
report in association with the Disability
Act 1989. Moreover, a policy that
Law Service and the BBC revealing
excludes children who are autistic from
that at least 41 local authorities across
appropriate assessment and therefore
England have policies that prevent
from appropriate care constitutes
autistic children from accessing a care
assessment. This is discrimination under discrimination under the Equality Act
2010.
the Equality Act and is wholly unlawful
behaviour.
As a result of the report the Rt Hon Sir
The 41 Local Authorities have adopted
policies that exclude autistic children
from a Children Act 1989 assessment
by their Children with Disabilities team
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Ed Davey MP, a patron of Disability
Law Service wrote an open letter calling
on all Local Authorities in England to
ensure that their policies are lawful. The

letter identified how each individual
authority’s policies are in breach of the
law, and gave them both a chance to
respond and an opportunity to amend
their policies. The report also received
extensive coverage by the BBC.
Autism is a lifelong disability that
affects how people communicate
and interact with the world. All
autistic people share difficulties
around communication and
social interaction but face varying
challenges and need different
levels of support. This can range
from 24-hour care to clearer
communication and a little
longer to do things at work or
school.

Professor Luke Clements,
Cerebra Professor of Law and
Social Justice, Leeds University,
said:
“There can be no justification for
treating disabled children with
autism and their families adversely
compared to other disabled children.
Discrimination of this kind is contrary
to the Equality Act 2010 and unlawful.
Those councils who have developed
these policies need to take rapid action
to end the serious harm these policies
are causing.”
Background to the study
The study began with the annual
research project undertaken by law
students at Leeds as part of our
LEaP project. The project is based on
issues families consistently face when
trying to access services. In 2020
students investigated why, if autism is
classed as a disability and all children
with disabilities have a right to an

and satisfaction at contributing to such a
assessment of their needs, were so
many children with autism being denied meaningful project:
“The sense of accomplishment I had
an assessment?
after the project was immense. I felt very
The students’ research resulted in the
grateful that I was able to provide help
report detailed above.
to people who need it, that I may have
The project also had a positive impact on a contribution to make a much needed
the students awareness of such issues
change.”
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Together we helped families to get a
good night’s sleep
We understand that if one child doesn’t
sleep, the whole family suffers. Our
range of sleep services help children –
and everyone in the family – get a good
night’s sleep.
Ineke Woods, our Sleep Team Manager,
explains how this year our team were
able to give families advice and
re-assurance – and not just on sleep:
“The sleep issues we helped families with
were mostly the same as they would
usually be – settling, night waking, early
rising and failing to sleep alone. But there on calls to give the families the chance
to talk things through. We also did a
was definitely more anxiety in both
bit more signposting for mental health
parents and carers and their children.
issues, anxiety and worry and suggested
Many of our children really struggled
activities to help keep the children
with what Covid meant for them so we
busy during the day when not home
did allow more time with our families
schooling.
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During lockdown the children either
really liked it or they didn’t! Some
families struggled with the idea of
going back to school after such a long
time – there were issues around the
uncertainty of what was happening.
Our advice for families was to try to
plan and bring bed-times forward in
good time before the start of school”.

In 2020:
zz

z

We supported 372 families
on a one-to-one basis
We held 7 Sleep Workshops
before restrictions began
Our Sleep Guides were
downloaded 9,683 times

Sleep Workshops
Although we were forced to
cancel all face-to-face workshops
between March and the end of
the year we took the opportunity
to plan an expanded programme
of sleep workshops for parents and
carers for next year.
These workshops will be offered both
on-line and face-to-face (when rules
allow) so that even more families can
have access to the support they need.
We have also planned accredited
training for frontline professionals who
are already supporting families but who
may not have knowledge of or training
in sleep issues.
Our staff are now trained in digital
delivery ready for a full rollout in 2021.

Together we have funded
two major research
projects into sleep:
Our sleep support service is informed
by our research so that the advice
we are giving is accurate and reliable.
This year we have funded two major
projects into sleep.
At the Cerebra Network for

Neurodevelopmental Disorders

we are trying to understand more
fully sleep in children with rare and
complex needs. The clinical needs of
these children tend to be understudied,
and the tools used to study them
are often poorer than for typically
developing children.
The team will also be looking
at developing and delivering
interventions to put in place before
problems with sleep emerge – so that
we don’t have to wait for children to
develop a sleep difficulty before we
step in.

You can read more about the Cerebra
Network on page 6.
We have also worked with

Sleep Education and Research
Laboratory (SERL), at University
College London, Institute of
Education.
The first stage of the project ‘Sleep in
Neurodevelopmental Disabilities’ was
completed in October 2020. The team
analysed data collected from families
using our Sleep Service to improve
our insight into sleep on children
with neurodevelopmental disorders
(NDDs).
The study has given invaluable
information on sleep disturbances and
sleep patterns.
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Together we helped families to get a
good night’s sleep
Meet Harry
Cathy and her
family were all
struggling with the
impact of Harry’s
inability to settle
at bedtime and
his waking during
the night. Harry has Mosaic Down’s
Syndrome and Avoidant and Restrictive
Food Intake Disorder (ARFID). As a result
of his Down’s Syndrome, Harry has a
speech delay and also has delays in
all aspects of his learning and physical
development.
Sleep Problems
Harry had always been a restless, active
sleeper but had slept well until he needed
more space at night and moved into a
17

single bed. Since then he didn’t seem to
recognise that he needed to stay in it at
night and bedtimes became a battle. His
dad needed to sit on the end of the bed
until he fell asleep, otherwise as soon as
he walked away, Harry would get up.
Over time, Harry began waking at night
and walking into his parents’ bedroom.
Although they immediately led him back
to bed without speaking or making eye
contact, he got into the habit of doing this
3-4 times a night, every single night. His
mum found it hard to get
back to sleep afterwards, so
she too was losing hours of
sleep.
Harry has always been
an early riser (usually
5.30am) but his mornings
also began to get earlier
and earlier, sometimes

z
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as early as 4.30am. This went on for
about 8 months and the whole family
were exhausted and irritable. Harry’s
behaviour was becoming more difficult
to manage too. On a weekend away
Harry managed to get up in the night
without anyone hearing. His parents
found him sitting by the front door,
having climbed a flight of stairs in
the darkness. This prompted them
to ask for help as they realised how
dangerous his wandering could be.

Sleep Support from Cerebra
Harry’s mum explains what
happened next: “We contacted
Cerebra online and they posted
us some forms to fill in. Even the
forms made me feel like we were
in good hands as they were so
comprehensive. Keeping a sleep diary
for 2 weeks was really hard work as
it was just another thing to keep us
awake at night. Once we had done
this and sent the forms back, Patricia
(one of Cerebra’s Sleep Practitioners)
emailed us to introduce herself and
arrange a telephone call. When she
telephoned, she was very friendly and
not judgemental at all and this was
such a relief.
She made suggestions such as using
visuals, using a stair gate on Harry’s
bedroom door and then, if he called out,
talking to him over the video monitor
instead of rewarding him by going into
his room. She also suggested trying
a weighted blanket, sleeping bag or

compression sheet instead of a duvet
and using a sleep training clock. She sent
over some useful reading and arranged
a follow-up call to see how we were
getting on. It was nice to feel listened
to and that we weren’t on our own
anymore”.

into bed, cuddle up and do sticker books
together, which is lovely. We also have
our evenings back; once my husband
has left Harry’s room, he goes to sleep
quickly and we don’t hear from him
again until the morning”.
Names have been changed.

How things are now
Cathy explains that Harry now sleeps
through the night and this has made life
easier for the whole family: “It’s made
such a huge difference to all of our
moods during the day; we are happier,
less irritable and have more energy to
play with Harry and to tackle his trickier
moments, which have considerably
reduced! We look forward to getting in to
bed at night with the knowledge that we
will be able to enjoy a good sleep.
One of our favourite times of the day
is ‘calm time’. We have a scheduled
time when the TV goes off and Harry
can choose from a range of calming
activities such as playdough, puzzles,
stickers etc. The three of us often get
18

Together we helped
families to play and learn
Our free postal lending library has
books on a wide range of topics with
titles for both adults and children.

Thanks to your support,
in 2020:
We loaned 234 books
Our most popular title was ‘The
Asperkids Secret Book of Social
Rules’ by Jennifer O’Toole
 00% of our library users told
1
us that the book they had
borrowed had helped them to
meet their child’s needs.
89% rated our postal library
service as excellent.
19

“It’s an amazing service that has
provided me with so much knowledge of
my child’s condition. This has helped me
to give her the best start that I can”.
“Having access to such a great selection
of books to help us understand our
daughter has been invaluable”.

The pandemic restrictions meant
we had to suspend our postal service
for a few months.
The pause in our service did have
its positives as it meant some
families were able to enjoy the
items they’d borrowed for longer
and could also make use of
our BorrowBox digital library to
borrow e-books and audio books.
We now have COVID secure
policies in place.

W
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Toy Library

95% of library users told us
that the toy met their child’s
sensory needs

Our free sensory toy library
helps children to discover a
favourite sight, sound or smell with
one of the switch toys, fibre optics or
sensory kits. This service is invaluable
as it allows families to ‘try before
they buy’ what can be expensive
equipment. We are the only charity
offering this service.

90% said the toy had improved
their child’s skills
90% said the toy had helped
their child’s enjoyment of life
90% had decided to purchase
their own following the loan

Thanks to your support,
in 2020:

85% said that the toy helped
their child to interact with
family and friends

We loaned 155 toys
Our most popular
toys were the
Sensory Suitcase
and the Switch
Activated Twinkle
Dome.

Registrations for BorrowBox
increased by 92%
The number of loans
increased by 52%

Most popular
BorrowBox loans:

1

2

3

Overall: Number of
BorrowBox loans = 290
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Together we are empowering parents to
support their child’s mental health
Research shows that children with rare
genetic disorders often struggle with
their mental health. Yet families have
trouble finding helpful information and
find it difficult to access mental health
and other services for their child.
Our Knowledge Transfer Project with
Cardiff University works with medical
services, other charities and families to
understand what works well, and what
doesn’t, with mental health services as
well as the availability and quality of
information available to parents.
Our aim is to influence positive change so
that families are equipped with the right
information and feel empowered to make
the choices that are best for their child.
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Receiving a Genetic
Diagnosis
Families often have a long wait between
receiving a diagnosis and sitting down
with a health professional
to talk through what the diagnosis
actually means for their child.
This year we published our new
‘Receiving a Genetic Diagnosis’
information leaflet. The leaflet directs
parents to further information and
support available in the community so
that they have a place to turn whilst they
wait for their appointment.
Our aim is that all families will receive this
information leaflet following their child’s
diagnosis and we hope it will help them to
feel less isolated during this difficult time.

Mental Health in Schools
Lowri O’Donovan is our Knowledge
Transfer Project Mental Health
Research Associate. She explains
about a visual map created this year
following a project Steering Group
meeting:
“Our Steering Group is made up of
parents and professionals and is
integral to ensuring we improve
information and support for
families as best as we can.

and the challenges they
face going back to school.
The group also considered
the support systems that
should be in place to help
give children a positive
school environment which
supports their learning
and mental health.
The Visual Map captures
the discussion we had.

One of our discussions focussed on
mental health in schools. We discussed
why children with Special Educational

Needs and Disabilities (SEND) can
find school challenging, the effects of
lockdown on children’s mental health

The information we
gathered has been fed
back to the Department
of Education and helped
us to form our response
to Welsh Government’s
draft framework for
implementing a whole
school approach to
mental wellbeing in
schools.”
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Together you
gave your
money, time and energy

In 2020 your support was more
important than ever. Thank you.
The pandemic didn’t stop you getting
creative about ways to raise money for us.
13 yr old Enna Thea, who has cerebral
palsy, completed a half marathon
distance using a walker – remaining
socially distanced from her friend!

Kirsty took part in our first ever virtual
event – our Step Up Challenge – to boost
her wellbeing and raise money for a
charity close to her heart.

9
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Seven year old Barney brought
fundraising in 2020 to a close with his
heart warming Christmas-a-thon!
Barney explained that he wanted to
fundraise for Cerebra to help children
with brain conditions because
“they’re more difficult to solve than
sneezes”.
Megan’s brother has cerebral palsy
and described her fundraising sky
dive for us as “amazing”.
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An Awesome and
Wobbly time in aid of
Cerebra
Before lockdown hit, law firm Leigh
Day organised ‘Awesome and
Wobbly’ – an incredible evening of
music and comedy, all in aid of Cerebra.

Huge thanks to them, our kind hosts at
Proud Embankment, London and the
incredibly talented Aaron Simmonds, Jo
Coffey, Jack Carroll, Lee Ridley (AKA Lost
Voice Guy) and DJ Basz!
This event played an important role
in helping people understand more
about Cerebral Palsy as well as raising
awareness and vital
funds for the charity.
Thanks to Leigh Day
and the generosity of all
the evening’s guests, a
magnificent £9,700 was
raised to help children
living with a brain condition
and their families to find a
better life together.

Our Star Volunteer

You Gave Big

We were so proud of our Star
Volunteer Samuel Turner when he
won Fundraiser of the Year for Wales
as part of the Pride of Britain Awards.

Thanks so much to
everyone who made
a donation during our
Big Give Christmas

Thanks also if you’ve made a
donation, joined our lottery,
bought a raffle ticket or
supported our campaigns.
“Although 2020 has
been a challenging year
for us and many others,
I am very humbled by
the support we have
continued to receive from
our loyal supporters. This
year we have felt a sense
of community from our supporters
across the UK, as we all managed
through this difficult time together.”
Annaleigh Williams, Call Centre Manager
Challenge Week. We raised a fantastic
£4,679 which will help to fund our
ground breaking sleep research and help
families to get the rest they need.
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Together you gave your
money, time and energy

£

Number of individuals supporting
our income streams:

How it helped:

Rafﬂe
11879

Support
Services
Trusts &
Foundations
32

Lottery
22224

Innovation
Centre
Research
Projects
Gift Aid
14396
Other
3056

Corporate
37
Regular Giving
2022
Donation Card
17778
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Legacies
6

Sleep

Health &
Wellbeing

Legal & ProblemSolving

If you would like a financial breakdown, please do contact us directly. You can also review our published accounts on the Charity Commission website.

Thank you. We couldn’t have done it without you!
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Thank you for working wonders
for children with brain conditions
Postal Address
Cerebra
The MacGregor Office Suite
Jolly Tar Lane
Carmarthen
SA31 3LW

www.cerebra.org.uk
Registered Charity no. 1089812 Company no. 4336208

